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abstract We have determined the composite luminosity function (LF) for galaxies in 60 clusters from the
2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey. The LF spans the range −22.5 < MbJ < −15, and is well-tted by a Schechter
function with MbJ
 = −20.07  0.07 and α = −1.28  0.03 (H0=100 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM=0.3, ΩΛ=0.7). It
diers signicantly from the eld LF of mad02, having a characteristic magnitude that is approximately
0.3 mag brighter and a faint-end slope that is approximately 0.1 steeper. There is no evidence for variations
in the LF across a wide range of cluster properties: the LF is similar for clusters with high and low velocity
dispersions, for rich and poor clusters, for clusters with dierent Bautz-Morgan types, and for clusters with
and without substructure. The core regions of clusters dier from the outer parts, however, in having
an excess of very bright galaxies. We also construct the LFs for early (quiescent), intermediate and late
(star-forming) spectral types. We nd that, as in the eld, the LFs of earlier-type galaxies have brighter
characteristic magnitudes and shallower faint-end slopes. However the LF of early-type galaxies in clusters
is both brighter and steeper than its eld counterpart, although the LF of late-type galaxies is very similar.
The trend of faint-end slope with spectral type is therefore much less pronounced in clusters than in the
eld, explaining why variations in the mixture of types do not lead to signicant dierences in the cluster
LFs. The dierences between the eld and cluster LFs for the various spectral types can be qualitatively
explained by the suppression of star formation in the dense cluster environment, together with mergers to
produce the brightest early-type galaxies.
Introduction
The galaxy luminosity function (hereafter LF), which describes the number of galaxies per unit volume
as a function of luminosity, is a fundamental tool for testing theories of galaxy formation and interpreting
observations of galaxies at high redshift for evidence of evolution. Furthermore, precise and accurate mea-
surements of the LF in dierent environments have the potential to provide important clues as to the role
of ‘environmental’ processes (e.g., dynamical interactions in rich clusters) in determining the properties of
the present-day galaxy population.
One of the main legacies of the numerous redshift surveys that have been undertaken in the last decade
or more is the wealth of LF measurements for galaxies in the low density ‘eld’ environment. A compilation
and comparison of these various measurements was recently published by cro01. This work showed that while
the data were adequately represented by a Schechter function, there were serious discrepancies between the
various measurements, with the LFs diering by as much as a factor of 2 at the L point, and with a scatter
of a factor of 10 at 0.01L. These dierences are due to a combination of surface brightness selection, colour,
aperture eects and local density variations among others. These problems have now been overcome in the
recent analysis of large redshift surveys such as the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS: Folkes et al.
1999, Madgwick et al. 2001, Norberg et al. 2002) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS: Blanton et al.
2001).
Rich clusters of galaxies provide the other extreme in environment, representing the highest density
regions inhabited by galaxies. It is generally easier to derive LFs in clusters, since they provide rich ensembles
of galaxies all at the same distance, whose over-density with respect to the surrounding eld is suciently
high to eciently identify members either photometrically, through the statistical removal of foreground and
background galaxies (e.g., Driver et al. 1998a and references therein) or spectroscopically sma97,dep98,ada00
These techniques have been used to measure LFs for individual clusters, which in many cases have been
combined to form a ‘composite’ LF to improve statistics (particularly at the brightest luminosities) and
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average out systematic uncertainties dre78, lug86, col89, lug89, gai97, lum97, val97, ram98, gma99, pao01,
got02, yag02. However, these studies have not been unanimous on the exact form of the LF, with some
claiming there to be signicant dierences between the LFs from cluster to cluster and between cluster and
eld dre78, lpc97, lum97, val97, gma99, dri98a, got02, while others nding no dierences and concluding
that galaxies in all environments appear to be drawn from a single, ‘universal’ LF lug86, col89, lug89, gai97,
ram98, tre98, pao01, yag02. A summary of the Schechter function ts from some of these previous studies
(all of which are based on the technique of background subtraction, unlike the present work which uses
spectroscopic identications of cluster members) is given in Table 1. We have transformed magnitudes to
H0 = 100 km s−1 Mpc−1 but we have not changed their cosmology.
table* center minipage140mm Composite LFs for rich clusters in blue passbands. tabularccccc Reference
M α Nclusters Luminosity Range
With the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS; Colless et al. 2001) now complete, there is an oppor-
tunity to revisit these issues and simultaneously address the detailed form of the LF in rich clusters and in
the eld in a consistent manner. High-quality measurements of the eld LF based on 2dFGRS data have
already been published by mad02 and nor02. In this paper we present an analysis of the LFs of 60 rich
clusters, taken from the sample of known clusters within the 2dFGRS survey region that were identied and
characterised by dep02.
The enormity of 2dFGRS in terms of its size, depth and sky coverage has a number of distinct advan-
tages in comparison to previous LF studies. Firstly, cluster membership is determined unambiguously from
spectroscopic redshifts for nearly all galaxies, eliminating the introduction of systematic errors into the de-
rived LFs through eld subtraction dri98b. Secondly, the apparent magnitude limit of 2dFGRS (bJ = 19.45)
is suciently deep that, at the redshifts covered here (z < 0.11), our study extends to  5 magnitudes
fainter than M { at least as deep as previous studies. Thirdly, the sheer number of clusters (60) that we
can study together with the almost 1-in-1 sampling of their galaxy populations, provides the level of statis-
tical discrimination needed, particularly at the bright end of the LF col89, to detect dierences that are of
physical interest. Finally, our comparison of the cluster and eld LFs is done entirely within the 2dFGRS
and hence based on the same input catalogue, galaxy photometry and redshift observations. The eld and
cluster samples therefore share most of the selection eects and observational biases and the resulting LFs
can be compared fairly: we also note that the eld LF in mad02 is derived from galaxies with z < 0.15 and
is therefore similar to the volume-limited sample of cluster galaxies.
The plan of this paper is as follows: The next section describes our cluster sample and the procedure used
for constructing composite LFs. We then present our derived LFs in Section 3, both for the entire sample of
clusters and for subsets dierentiated on the basis of velocity dispersion, Bautz-Morgan type, richness, and
the presence of substructure. Section 4 compares our data with previous work and the eld. Our results are
discussed and summarised in Section 5. We adopt the ‘concordance’ cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and
H0 = 100. This is about 0.07 magnitudes brighter than the Einstein-DeSitter model at the mean redshift
(z = 0.07) of our cluster sample.
Cluster selection and LF construction
Cluster sample
The clusters studied here were drawn from the sample of known clusters within the 2dFGRS, con-
structed by cross-matching the Abell abe58,aco89, APM dal97 and EDCC lum92 catalogues with the
2dFGRS catalogue dep02. Our selection was restricted to clusters with z < 0.11 { in order to sample
well below the predicted M { and those with at least 40 conrmed members within the Abell radius
(1.5 h−1 Mpc).Aspartofourpreviousinvestigationoftheredshiftsandvelocitydispersionsoftheseclustersdep02, weuseda‘gap
//adc.gsfc.nasa.gov/adc.html).Westressthatthisisnotintendedasanhomogeneoussample, selectedaccordingtowell−
definedcriteria(e.g., X−rayluminosity, )butaselectionoftherichestnearbyclusters, althoughthesampleislikelytobecomplete
z < 0.11.
For clusters not classied by aco89, we determine a Bautz-Morgan (B-M) type based on the luminosity
distribution of the brightest members. Our cluster database upon which the dep02 study was based, has
since been updated to reflect the nal survey total of 221,000 galaxies.
table* center Clusters studied in this paper. tabularcccccccc Cluster ID RA(1950) Dec.(1950) B-M
Type cz σ Nmembers Completeness
Composite LFs
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The quality of individual cluster LFs varies, depending on the number of members and the completeness
of the redshift identication as described in greater detail below. Rather than present LFs for each individual
cluster, we derive a ‘composite’ LF and study its variation in subsamples constructed according to physically
meaningful criteria (e.g. cluster mass, dynamical evolutionary status). This approach makes it feasible to
look for real dierences which are hidden by small number statistics in individual cases.
Composite LFs were built following the prescriptions of col89, by summing galaxies in absolute mag-
nitude bins and scaling by the richness of their parent cluster. Specically, the following summation was
carried out: equation Ncj = Nc0mj
∑
i
Nij
Ni0
,
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